Best Practice I:
1. Title of the Practice: An Hour of Cleanness & Plantation
2. Goal:
To inherit good habits in students related to clean surrounding
3. The Context
Being situated in Dongargaon and as part of the sort after Pt.RSU University, Govt.Baba Saheb
Ambedkar College gets an enrollment from a wide section of the society from across Rajnandgaon
District. The students come from rural as well urban backgrounds with wide ranging economic and
social and environmental conditions. The enrollment also reflects a healthy male-female ratio.
The College also caters to the students with special needs. In order to accommodate such a wide range
of students, the College is committed towards creating an inclusive healhy environment in society
that would facilitate equal prospects of learning for all.
Inspired from honorable P.M modi’s Clean India Program some useful work given by college
to student. According to this program students have to clean their own classroom every day without
help of any employee of the college .student also take the responsibility to maintain the
development of small tree in pot in college campus
. 4. The Practice
This program was initiated by merely a single class but soon it was adopted by all the departments.
The students themselves decide the entire schedule to clean their class room and to make the
surrounding green also . This practice was run to lighten the work load of the fourth class
employee so that they can utilize their time in other enviornmental work.
5. Evidence of success
Approx. 100 pots with herbs and medicinal plants were brought .The care taking responsbilties were
assigned to the students to bring them to nature. It creates a beautiful eco- friendly environment into the
college. Along with this practice we are steping ahead towards Botanical garden with the help of
Botany Department.
6.

Problems Encountered and Resources Required:
The college has limited funds for these activities. The scarcity of employees & professors also interrupts. During
holidays students can not monitor plants and clean their classrooms so additional employees and funds
are required from government .

Best Practice II:
1.Title of the practice:
AN HOUR FOR GUEST LECTURE
2. Goal:
The goals of the practice are:
To introduce students with an expert of another college
To improve knowledge in each field of the students.
To teach them skills for employment and self employment.
To create interest in useful subjects
3. The Context:
Govt. Dr. Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar College Dongargaon is the only college in 25 km
surrounding of Dongargaon with vision and mission to impart quality education through
empowerment, skill enhancement and self reliance. Most of the boys and girls hail from
remote, rural/tribal areas with poor socio-economic background and orthodox families. Many
of them are first generation learners of the families. Due to this type of lecture students get
confidence and connect themselves into mainstream of the nation
4. Practice:
The matter was discussed with the staff and students and it was decided that each month at
least one lecture organized by the college for each class.
5. Evidence of Success:
More than 100 students have been selected by various agencies and students got permanent
job. Two students of mathematics secured second and fifth position in merit list of Hemchand
Yadav University.
6. Problems Encountered & Resources Required:
Lack of permanent teachers is main problem almost 2300 students enrolled in college but
there are only 6 permanent teachers.
Lack of sufficient number of class room is also a challenge college administraction
Shortage of extra fund to pay the different subject expert is also a problem
7. NOTE:
It created positive environment in the campus.
It enhances creativity of the students.
It helps to develop skills for employment and self employment

